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ABSTRACT
I

,

, The pulsed-laser deposition method has been used to fabricate epitaxial, nonsymmetric M(Y) x N(Pr)
superlattices in which YBa2Cu3OT-x (YBCO) layers either M = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, or "16 c-axis unit cells thick are

separated by insulating PrBa2Cu307-x (PBCO) layers N unit cells thick (N = 1 to ~32). The zero-resistance

superconducting transition temperature, Tc0, initially decreases rapidly with increasing PBCO layer thickness,
~ 2-, 3-, or 4-cell-thick YBCObut then saturates at Tc0 19 K, 54 K, 71 K, or 80 K, for structures containing "1-,

' layers, respectively. Critical current density measurements carried out on structures with 16- or 32-celi thick

YBCO layers show that the magnitude of Jc(H = 0) ~ 1-2 MA/cm 2, as well as the magnetic field dependence and

the anisotropy of Jc(H) ali are. in good agreement with corresponding measurements on thicker, single-layer

YBCO films. Thus, there is no evidence of an enhanced Jc(H) due to the multi-layered structure, for the layer

thicknesses investigated to'date. The systematic variation of Tc0, as a function of the YBCO and PBCO layer
thicknesses, is discussed in light of other recent experiments and theoretical model calculations. The

superlattices' structural and compositional order are characterized using x-ray diffraction, transmission
electron microscopy, and scanning tunneling microscopy, and details of the pulsed-laser deposition process are
reported.

1, INTRODUCTION

The use of high-temperature superconductors (HTSC) in active devices, and especially in hybrid

superconductor/semiconductor electronics, is expected to require multilayered structures in which epitaxia]
insulator and/or metal layers are grown on a single-crystal substrate in combination with epitaxial HTSC

layers that have excellent superconducting, properties. For some applications (e.g., tunneling) abrupt, high-
quality interfaces are required, and this has resulted in considerable recent interest in in situfilm-growth
techniques by which epitaxial layers can be grown sequentially without breaking vacuum. Recent research has
established that there are a number of substrate/epitaxial buffer (or tunneling) layer combinations thai are
compatible, in varying degrees, with subsequent in situ epitaxlal growth of '_'Ba2Cu307. x (YBCO) films or

multiiayered .'vl-]23 structures (M = t' or a rare earth). The epitaxia] buffer ]ayer/substrate ccmlbinations

demonstrated lc, date include Y20 3 and SrTiO'4. (both on MgO) 1,_-;"_ MgA]204, 3 BaTiO3/MgAI204. ,_ CaF2,:'- )'ttria-
stabilized cubic ZrO'_('_'qZ), 6," ..\I've', '_ and SrTiO'__ _ _ _-, and PrO'__(all on silicon)9;and MgO, ]0,'l] ZrO'_.'2_ "fSZ]2 .

(all (,n sapphire, .A]203). i3 One difficulty encounterc, J in sequentially gTowing epitaxial "_'BCO layers on top of
the.v.., structures is that the optimum ambient oxygen pressure and substrate temperature in general will differ,
requiring either that compron'_ises arc, made, or that the ambient conditions are changed v,'ith atter, dant delays

belweenlavers. C)thercc_mpromisesalsomavberequired, for example between theamour, t of ambient oxygen
needed to grc,_.,' the hight.st qualily insulating layers and the need to reduce oxygen pressure lo avoid rapid

oxidation of the substrate itK,lf (e.g., using siliconi. 7

Our own work has focused rc.centl\' ;_n using the pulsed-laser ablation mc,thc,d tO _,r;_,,' and study the

superconducting properties of epitaxial YBa2Cu3OT.x/PrBa2Cu3OT.x (YBCO/'PBCO) superlattices that contain

up to 80 layers/-10 periods of compositional modulation). ]4, 15 The superconducting h'BCO la\'ers can be as thin
asa single unit cell in these structures, PBCO is interesting and useful because it isa semiconduct,'_rat room

till _,'
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temperature with an a-b plane lattice mismatch of only ,-1,5% with YBCO, and it is the only non-metallic
member of the M-123 family that easily grows as Single-phase material, 16'17 A final, important advantage of
PBCO for superlattice growth and subsequent studies is that o×3'gen diffuses readily through it, ._ that fully
oxidized YBCO/PBCO superlattices can be formed by the .came in situ process that is used for entire]),

superconducting YBCO films. The YBCO/PBCO system al_ has been investigated extensively by groups :at
Geneva,19, 20 Rutgers, 21 and Bellcore, 22-25 including growth of epitaxial Yl.vPrvBa'_Cu307. x alloy films that

- "_3 '_5 "
display a wide range of resistivities, and heterostructures incorporating mere,- --

',

In this paper we briefly review the PLA method and the conditions that we have used to obtain very

smooth, c-axis-perpendicular (c-perp) YBCO and PBCO films, Then we discuss the structural characteristics of
YBCO/PBCO superlattices, as determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning tunneling microscopy _STM),
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Next, we show results of electrical transpor't measurements that
reveal the systematic variation of Tc that is found, as a function of the superconducting and insulating layer

thicknesses, We also briefly review several possible explanatic, ns for this variation, Finally, we pre_nt
results that demonstrate that superlattices with YBCO layer thicknesses of - 20-40 nm have critical current
densities that are just as high, and with similar ani_tropy, as for much thicker single-layer YBCO films.

2. FILM GROWTH BY PULSED LASER ABLATION

Our superlattices were grown by mounting stoichiometric YBCO and PBCO targets in a multi-target
holder that permits target rotation during ablation and target exchange, A pulsed KrF (248 nra) laser beam was
brought to a horizontal line focus on the rotating target and was simultaneously repetitively scant, cd over the
target in the vertical direction, in order to produce a region of on]), slowly varying film thickness on the
substrate heater located -6.5 cre, away. KrF, together with XeCI, shares several advantages for laser-ablation

film growth, including high laser power, a sufficiently large abs._rption coefficient, and widely available
coated optics (mirrors, 2tc.), in comparison with either longer or shorter laser wavelengths. Epitaxially

polished (100) SrTiO3 substrates were bonded to the stainless steel heater plateusing silver paint. The abili_,

to grow smooth films is particularly important for superlatt;ce fabrication. Our superlattices were grown at a
heater (substrate) temperature of 730°C (-670°C) because we earlier found that this temperature produces very
smooth thicker YBCO films. Increasing the heater temperature by 50:'C produces YBCO films that SEM

inspection shows to have a slightly pitted morphology, at least in some regions of the ablation plume. Both
single-layc, r films and superlattices were grown i1_ 200 mTorr oxygen at a deposition rate of 1.1 Hz and
~0.1 nra/laser pulse. After deposition samples were cooled at 10°C/rain in oxygen, the oxygen pressure being

increased slowly to reach -600 Torr at 600°C and then held constant Superlattice periods that were measured
directly by XRD agreed to within a few percent with those calculated from the measured superlattice
thickness and number of laser shots.

In earlier work, 26 it was shown that the single-layer YBCO films grown on a x'arietv of (]00) substrates
under very similar conditic_ns were ver\' sn-_ooth, spc, cularlv rc,ilc.ctlng, and highl), c-pc, rp-orienteS, with

Tc(R = 0) > 92 K, d_f'c < 1 K, and .lc - 2 M.,_/cn_ 2 for the best filmS. Figure 1 is an STM micrograpb (,f a -3;_ nm

wide pinhole dc, feet in such a single..la\'er YBCC) film, and illustr,_,tc, s dire'etl\' "_'BCO's c-perp grc',,,'th habit
and highl\, ]averc, d structure when ;Vc_wn under these c(,nditions. 7%,e ,;,traces sl_c,wn in Ft::. ] wc,r(:;m,:,:,,s'.:rc,d t;,
be -]2.A thick, corresponding to Icl -]].7._ for'_'BCO. \Ve no,tc, that Inam et al. rc,centlv ha\'e dcw:,i:,p,:,3 a

technique for growing "fBC© films that are > 95_,:'cin the a-perp orientaticm, using, an a-perp I"BCO t.:mplatc,
layer that was deposited prior to the "_'BCO at a lower su't.:strate !emperature. -' Although the transp_,rt
properties of their a-perp '_'BCO films are inferior tc_ c-perp YBCO (apparc, ntl\' because (,f twin 'c,our_aric, s
between grains that correspond to the two p(_ssible c-axis oric, r,tations in "the, su)strafe p]a:,c.), :urlh,:r
development of this technique may make possible growth of a-perp superlattices in the _'[-',CC_/I'BCO sv_,_c.m.

LO'_,Tj d e S "
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Figure 1. Scanningmnneling micrograph of a surface Figure 2. 0-20 x-ray diffraction scans along the
defect in a laser-ablated "_'BCO film, illustrating its (00JP) axis from nominally M = I YBCO/PBCO
highly, c-perF-vriented growth mode. The a ea superlattices with modulation wavelengths of A=
shown is 40 nm on each side; most of the ver: cal 2.3 nm (30 periods), A = 4.5 nm (30 periods), and A =
steps are 1.2 nm¢- !c t I.high. 11.9 nm (20 periods). Note the higher-harmonic

sidebands for the latter structure.

3, EPITAX_AL YBCO / PBCO SUPERLATTICES

3.1 Structural characterization

We have fabricated epitaxial, nonsymmetric M×N superlattices in which YBCO layers M unit cells in
thickness (with _,J ra.nging from I to -32) are separated by insulating PBCO layers N unit cells thick (with N

ranging from "1to ~]6}. _4, ]5 Figure 2 shows XRD spectra for three different YBCO/PBCO superlattices in v,'hich
the YBCO layers are apprc_ximatelv one unit cell thick. The two large peaks (truncated) in each scan

correspond to the s_p.:.:latticc, (0(!5/and the SrTiO3 (002) + superlattice (006) peaks. XRD 0-2@ scans revealed

only (00_')diffra,:',ic,r, ;:,oaks, ir,:_icating that the on]y co'stalline phase present has its c-axis aligned with the

(00;') of the SrT_l.3-, :,_i,s_ral_.,. _c<-kin_ c_._rvc,s(P,-scans) through the (00,_) peaks showed that the mosaic spread
_. t , •

of the atomic _.,,a:_,.,.-'.,_:_:z p,-,ra]lel tc, the substrale surface is excellent, typically less than 0,4 full width at

hall nmxin_um F'",'_/',', '. ;I'_,,::{.:{:ti.,r_,the l.',c,sltic_nand width of (hkt) Bragg peaks with h, k,-':O,,,,,ere m'easured
and rex'c, alc,._ ':",,,' ":,... ::;-pia:,,., v.plta',.v is such thai the <]'10> directions of the film and the substrate are
aligned tin-i:,la;,'. ::,..:-.:.,_ :-,;,r__,, :t :Li_.5"_,aS has bec,n observed previously for pure "FBCO films on perovskite
substra lc,s. 2:'

The "sit:_,g,',t_r.:." ,1 ,_ p,_.r_c,dic ._,t_perlallice is that each (00_") peak in Fig. "1is modulated by, diffraction
sidebands IsaIt.',i',lv p_.,_l.,-,,. it_,:, m_,dulation wavelength (the sum of consecutive laver thicknesses) can be,

calculated frc,rn ii,,.. 5,:,:,.,'.I_I_,p, ,:-.itl<,r_s tl.kil_g l}'_C.'equation 29 A = Z/2(sin0i - sin0i.l ), where here _, = 0.15406 nm

is the CuK_,- l ,.-r,;: ',.,,_',v.i,.,_ '_i_ and (-I:/ll'_d(_1-1arc, the Bragg angles for cc,nsecutive diffraction maxima, The

modulalic_n wa',,, l...r,-:!,> _i...r_',v,d fr;,m the l_,p and bottom panels in Fig, 2 show that these superlattices have
. ' , , ,, , " ",, "-) i,,compos_ti,,n _,',,.'r, c ,:,,. t.:, l,'-' ,;,3 1 I ruspc'clivc, lv. The middle pane] shows the X].,E from an "imperfecl

!-r'}_mde s 3
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Figure 4, Normalized resistance, R(T)/P,(100 K), vs,,_ .,t
., temperature for nonsyn-mwtric M(YBCO) x N(PBCO)

' . _-, or 3-ceil-thick
;.; ._.;! superlattices containing ]',,'I= 1-,-
.'-'.. YBCO layers and either 1- or 16-cell-thick PBCO

layers. The superconducting transition for a pure
YBCO film also is shown,

Figure 3. High-resol'dtion cross-section Z-contrast TEM image of a compositional]y imperfect YBCO/PBCO
superlatfice, The bright regions are F'BCO, dark are YBCO. The vertical lines correspond to successive c-axis'
unit cells (lc I - "1.17nra),

superlattice, for v,'hich the modulation v,'avelength corresponds compositionally lo a "3/4 x 3" structure, i,e.,
the switching between YBC© al_d PBCO targets resulted in only about 3/4 of a unit cell being filled ',vith YBCO,
on averagc,,at thelc,cation on the substrate heater ',vhere this structure was grown. Cc,nsequentl\',this"alloy

SUF,erlattice" had a Tc that v,'a.- deF, rc'ssc'd belov,' the results that are given below t'c_r1,:N structures. However,
the rnc_st si_nl:icar, t feature c,f }"i_. 2 is the presence of observable satellite intensity, and hence direct evidence
of a Y/'Pr com:,.:,:,itl,',nal rn(,3u:ah;,n, f(,r iii] (.,t tile, l,,,.'Nstructures, For the A = 2.3 nm (1.,l) structure, which ,.,,'as

' ', "n ) ur,_l-cc'l] Lhick ]avers of YBC© and PBCO, thc' clear Implication is thatdc,posilc'd ,J!. ,_,,,-', atln_ _11_.t.,-
intc, rdiffu..-.i;,r. ::-,',',!.t!,,:, li;"nltc,d tc, lvy: t),c,n a ...,1holeunit cell during the in situ laser ablation !_rov,'th process, The
fact tt",,:,t :";b:i._:),,.,',',.'. ch,:,rr,l,:al rnc,,.ttl]:,t_,,r_ tc, !,,:.,present even for an imperfc, ct supc,rlatti,:e "Fig. 2, n',i,.tdlc')
cc_nfirn-_s t},,,t ;;kt,..r.i_If,,.2sic,ni:_..t ,:atl,:,n ii_,,}.',ilitv must be, very small along the gr(,v,th Ic-a.',:is)direction,
consistc'r_t ',',;:)_ :'_l'..:)_lal,..'r,_] -at_,,n n_,t,illt',, thf. c-perp grc',v,'th mode, and the lav,:.r_.,,...tstructure of these
ma Ic,ri a l_,

, _}--IcLir,' ?, :?_:",','_-,',.,hat _',',.'!,,.'i_.",,._'If, b,..' t:,c' first Z-co.ntrast cross-sc,ctic_n TEM irrlau,,.' (,f a '_'}?,CO/'I",.CO

supc,rlatli,:_.'. ;},,.. Y.-t:c,riI;",h:.,t I'r_,.'ti_;.,_.4,);':')I tlSP.'-.Rutherfc_rd-scattc'rc, d elc,ctro.ns fc,r imauc, fc,rmation and so
providc's c}_,..:r,l_,..l:-,,.,r_._itl',Itvdlr:,ctiv '['h,..'}-,,_r',icular sample' shown in Fig, 3 v,'as Grc,,,','r,in an uncalibralc,d
region (,1 rh,:, ]i_>,:,r,,t,latlc,n bean,, s., thal "_}';CO/'PBCO target sv,'itching resullc,ci In a structure that ,,,,'as
chemically .-l -,,h_ , i(I,['r: (,n ;_',t.r,_t't,, ratt_ur it,an ]:,,:SI Nevertheless, the - sirl_lt,-,.,.. I-ti_i,..L dark ('_'BC©)

lavc,rs alturn,t_r,t ',',_t}_..k-11 !,r .!-t,t ']'!;L(_ I;_\'_.'rsshown in Fig, 3 provides dirc,c't ,:r.,_f_rn,ati4,n thai our I,.N

• ;,'7,_L'F _'_
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superlattices do contain single-cell-thlck YBCO layers with sharp interfaces, well-defined compositional
modulation, and minimal interdiffusion. We note, though, that the dark YBCO regions shown in Fig. 3
occasionally "jump" ft'ore one structural cell to anoiher, rather" than alloying equally into two adjacent cells.

We originally thought that this might indicate a tendency toward phase separation 17 of YBCO in PBCO,
which would provide a mechanism for stabilizing YBCO/PBCO superlattices against interdiffusion along the
c-ads. To test this idea, we recently grew Y0.3Pr0.TBa2Cu3OT.x alloy thin films, which are not superconducting,

and subjected them to a series of long-term, low-oxygen-pressure anneals, to Re if any tendency toward
Superconductivi_' would develop as a result of h'BCO pha_ _paration. No such effect was seen. Thus, we
have no direct evidence of a phase-separation mechanism for stabilization of YBCO/PBCO superlattices, and
the "jumping" seen in Fig. 3 ma}, simply be an artifact connected with the "overfilling" of the YBCO layers in
this particular specimen. Further Z-contrast studies are planned in order to investigate this question.

Information concerning the extent of both structural and compositional order can be Obtained from the
x-ray peak widths since the_ widths are inversely related to the average domain size via the Scherrer

equations. 32 We find that the widths of the main (Ckqf) peaks increase only slight/}, with order' and yield
domain sizes on the order of the film thickness. Since these widths are related to the overall cD'stalline
c_herence of the M-123 phase, "19 we conclude that the films are extremely well ordered structurally. In
_ontrast, we find that the widths of the superlattice reflections increase more rapidly with order and yield
coherence lengths several times smaller than the film thickness. Since the_ widths are related to the

coherence of the Y/Pr composition modulation, we conclude that although the superlattices are fairly well
ordered, the periodicity of the chemical order is not perfectly constant throughout the film, consistent
with Fig. 3.

3.2 Electrical Transport Properties

Figure 4 shows the normalized resistances, R(T)/R(100 K), for YBCO/PBCO superlattices with 1-, 2-, and
3-cell thick YBCO (superconducting)layers and either 1- or 16,cell thick PBC'O (insulating)layers. Similar
data were obtai'ned for intermediate PBCO laver thicknesses, 14 and resulted in normalized resistance curves

that lie between those shown, but those data are not shown for clarity. The peak in the normalized resistance

for the 1×16 structure is a consequence of conduction through a structure that consists of insulating (PBCO) and
metallic (YBCO) layers that are electrically in parallel. The temperature at which the peak occurs depends
on the relative thicknesses of the two t).7_es of layers, and similar peaks are found for the other structures above
100 K.

The most striking feature of Fig. 4 is that for the of 1-, 2-, or 3-cell.-thick YBCO layers, the nonnalized
resistance and the zero-resistance transition temperature, Tc0, vary systematical]y, and the normalized

resistance for an arbitrary PBCO thickness lies within !he appropriate 1-, _-,_ or 3-'fBCO-ce)l "manifold" of

resistive behavior (shown shaded in Fig. 4). The manifolds of I>:N and 2xN behavior do not overlap
- appreciably below 100 K, and the 2xN and 3,:N manifolds only partially overlap. For a fixed'/BCOlaver

thickness, TcC)decreases as the thickness of the insulating PBCO layers increases. ]qowever, in going from l-cell
to 2-cell-thicl. h'BCO layers, the spread in Tc(i values c(,rresponding to the full range of PBCO thicLnessc, s

dr.,creases dramat_call.,,', and in going from 2-ce,li tc, :",-cell-thick _'BCO layers the spread in TcOvalues decreases

again. From these c,bservatic,ns it also can be _,:,en that although the l,.l,l,:2, and 1.,.4 structures have the_me

average con_p_sition as the._.,_,'_ _ 2_:4, and ...."_ S structures, respective]\',, the\, have \.c.rv different Tc0 values.

These striking differences in resistive bc.hax'ior, for s_ruc'lures thai have the same avurage compositic)n,
together with the 5harp _tellite peaks shown in Fig. 2, demonstrate that we are observing the superconducting
behavior of pc..rioclically laverc'd superconducting structures and not of average alloys.

| Figure 5 shows that for ali of the M:.:N superlattices (with M = 1,2, 3, 4, and 8), increasing the thickness
III of the PI3CO lay¢,rs results in an initial dc,crease c.,tTc0, followed by. saturation of T_.(.)al a nc)nzc,ro value for

I _P..BCO laver thickrlc, ssc.s. Thus, even the Cu-O bila\,ers in a single-cell-thick "{BCO laver arc.

I Lc_,WTjde s 5
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Figure 5. Zero-resistance superconducting transition Figure 6, Superconaucting transition temperatures and
temperature, Tc0(K), vs, PBCO layer thickness for 10-90% transition width rs, number of YBCO cells per
nonsymmetric YBCO/PBCO superlattices containing superconducting layer, for YBCO/PBCO superlattices
1 (®), 2- (lm), 3- (Al, 4- (D), and 8- (.5) cell-thick in which the insulating PBCO layers are 16 unit cells
YBCO layers and for pure YBCO (solid line), thick,

superconducting with Tc0 - ]9K, when embedded in a thick PBCO matrix, Figure 5 also shows that the TcO

values for M(YBCO) x N(PBCO) superlattices are very different from those of alloys having the same average
composition, For large PBCO layer thicknesses, Tc0 saturates for all of the superlattices, while Tc0 for Pr-rich

alloys goes to zero. 16,17

Furthermore, we find that both the initial rate and the Overall magnitude of the decrease in Tc0 with
increasing PBCO thickness depends sensitively on the number of adjacent YBCO cells in the superconducting

. YBCO layer. Figures 5 and 6 show that for well-isolated YBCO layers [i.e,, N(PBCO) = 16)], only the single-
ce]]-thick YBCO layers have very broad tl'ansitions and low Tc0. With increasing YBCO layer thickness, the
10-90';i- transition width narrows and Tc0 rises rapidly, so that a 3-cell-thick 3'BCO layer has Tc0 - 71 K, and

I Tc0- 80 K for a 4-cell-thick'_'BCO]aver, Sirnilarlv, a 2,,,Sstructure(on]v 2CIq h'BCO on average) hasa higher

Tct) than a l>.l '-,'.,ructure {5(1',:;YBCO on average). These results demonstrate the importance of having '_'BCC)in
adjacent unit cells in order lc, raise Tc0, and suggest 'either that coupling is necessary betwc,en YBCO cells in
order lo increase their Tc(), c_rthat Tc()is inherently high (~ 92 K) in YBCO and it is on]\' those'_'BCO culls that

i are in_mc,diatel\' adjacent to PBCO thai have their Tc0 depressed by pro>:imitv to PBCO. In particular, PBCO

is not \'try, effective in depressing_' ' Tc0if the'_'BCO]avers are much thicker thanone, unit cell (see discussion
belov,'_,

3.3 Critical Current Densities in YBCOIPBCO Superlattices

Christen et al,33,34and Roas ct ai,35 have reported large anisc_trc',piesin the critical current de1_sities,
Jc(H), of cpitaxial YBCO films, depending upon whether the applied magnetic field, H, is aligned par,_]lcl to

I

I 1,ownde s 6
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I _.V_-iw_l w i i 1 irll:

-- "_-_%,..,_e_. ltaL, _
10"1 "_" _'''" "'ce--

" T = 77K % e,% __ , o, Figure 7, Normalized Jc(H) at T = 77 K for sing]e-

@_ \, layer epitaxial c-axis-perpendicular YBCO films10"2 ==" HIIc •
_" = `" '_ with thicknesses of -50-.380 nra, for H parallel to

"-6 Z _ !! the a-b (Ce-el plarles (solid line) or to the c-axis
•"v_ 10"3 -_ (dashed lines and stippled region). ,_so shownare
"-6 z data for 32x16 (circles) and 16_,:16 (diamonds)

10 "4 -- . _ YBCO/PBCO superlattices.
50-380 nm YBCO _'

: 16x16Y/Pr10.5 32 x 16 _

10-6 ,li I I I Ittlll I 11111"7"

1 10 100

H (keel

the copper-oxygen (a-b) planes or parallel to the c-axis. As illustrated in Fig. 7, enhanced lc(Hl values and a
reduced dependence on H were found ,,,,'hen H was aligmed precisely parallel to the a-b planes, for single-layer
YBCO films that ranged in thickness from ~ 5(_380 nra. For H I I a-b at 77 K, the Jc(H) data lte on a universal

curve, indicating a common flux-pinning mechanism for the different specimens with Jc(H) nearly independent
of film thickness (i.e., a bulk flux-pinning effect is observed). The data also exhibit only a weak field

dependence at 77 K, with Jc > 105 A/cre2 at 8 T,, indicating a flux-pinning energy barrier that is significantly

greater than kBT for this orientation. In contrast, for H I I c Christen et al. find that Jc(H) at 77 K decreases

rapidly for H fields greater than 2-4 T., and displays order-of-magnitude variations from sample to

sample, 3.3,34 The), also carried out similar experiments using YBCO films grown epitaxially on SrTiO3
substrates whose surfaces ,,,,,ere deliberately miscut at an angle of 6 ° to ihe crystal lattice (001) planes, and
confirmed that the eruhanced Jc forH II a-b is asK%iated with the layered crTstal structure it,ll, and is not a

i result of "surface pinning" due to having H parallel to the film surface, The _mp]e--dependent variations in Jc
for H II c are believed to reflect differences in the flux-pinning defect structures that were "grown-into" the

films by uncontrolled differences in processing. For H I I a-b, further experiments led them to conclude that the
enhanced Jc results either from "intrinsic" pinning `",'hen fluxoids are located in the nonsuperconducting regions

of the layered structure, or is caused by a flux-pinning defect structure that is itself high]), anisotropic. 34

These observations of bulk but orientation-dependent flux-pinning in thicker YBCO films nature!"' raise

questions of whether similar effects `'viii be seen in \'cry thin films, and whether additional flux plnn_,,_ and
enhancements of .lc(Hl might occur in superlattice structures that contain "internal surfaces" at the interfaces

between superconducting (YBCO) and insulating .'PBCO) layers, or in v,'hich the relaxation of strain fields
above a critical laver thickness is accompanied bv fc,rmation of defects such as misfit dislc,cations. To stud,,'

these questions, we have ir_itiated expc, rirnc_nts usir G be,rh 32,.'16 (5 periods) and 16:.16 (5 periods) h'BCO/PBCO

superlattices. Superlattices containing relatively thick YBCO la\,ers ',','ore used in order to keep Tc(l--l=0) well
above 77 K and make possible direct comparisons ',,,'lth the behavior of the much thicker single-layer epitaxial
YBCO films at 77 K. Dire, ct-current measurements (,f Jc(H} ,,,,'cre made using superlattices patterned with

bridges 3 mm long _.'(1.1 rnm wide and an electric field criterion for Jcc_fl p\'/cn_. Assho,,vn in Fig. 7, the

normalized Jc(H) behavior of these superlatiicc.s is virtually idc:ntical to that of the thicker, single-layer
YBC© films, i.e. Jc(H)is enhanced for 1-4I I a-b bu_;falls off v,'lth increasing H for H I I c. For b(_tt_ orientations

the magnitude of the normalized Jc(H)is in good a_eement with the range of values typical of thicker films,

i,e., these superlattices and single-layerYBCO films display the sameJc(H) arfisotroFv. TheJc(H = ())values

were -1,5 MA/cm 2 and .-.1.9 MA/cm 2 for the 32,:16 and 16_,:16superlattices, respectively, completely ccmsister_t

t ] o';nd e s 7
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with the ~ 2 MA/cre 2 value that is b'ptcal of single-layer YBCO films grow n under the _me conditions. Thus,
there is no evidence in these initial results at T = 77 K of any enhancement of Jc(H) due to the superlattice
structure,

4. DISCUSSION

4,1 Variation of Tc in Superlattice Structures

The results pre:,ented in Figs. 4 and 5 show that Tc0 is nonzero for thin YBCO layers that are i_lated

from each other by PBCO layers up to -'19 nm thick, In particular, the two Cu-O planes in single.cell-thick
YBCO layers are superconducting with Tc0 ~ 19 K, when embedded in a PBCO rru'_trix. As pointed out above, the

Tc values for our MxN superlattices are very different than. those for alloys having the _me average

compositic, n: Tc0 saturates for lar W PBCO layer thicknesses, while Tc for Pr-rich alloys goes to zero, Finally,

Figs. 5 and 6 show that for' the thinnest YBCO layers the superlattice Tc0 is quite sensitive to the number of
adjacent YBCO cells in a layer.

Several different effects may contribute to the dependence of Tc0 on the PBCO and YBCO layer

thicknesses, Moreland et al, 36 have reported forming a superconducting Josephson point contact between two

YBCO films coated with 5 nm of Ag, in the squeezable electron tunneling geometry, The Ag layer was believed

to become superconducting by proximity el'feet coupling, Although '_c is expected to diverge as (1-T/Tc) "!4, the

very small and T-depender_t carrier concentration in the PBCO layers of our superlattices should make an),
proximity effect contribution largest for the thicker (higher Tc0) YBCO layers and for the thinnest PBC©

layers, Rogers et al, 37 also recently, observed weak dc and ac Josephson effects in YBCO/PBCO/YBCO trilayer
structures in which the PBCO layers were 50 nm thick, Evidence for Josephson effects through such thick layers
suggests that Josephson coupling may aim affect the Tc0 of our superlattices, and might even imply, that inter-

cell coupling is responsible for YBCO's high "intrinsic" thin-film Tc0 ->92 K.

However, an alternative interpretation of our data is that a single-cell-thick YBCO layer has an
intrinsically high Tc0, but that a YBCO cell's electronic structure is severely modified by being located adjacent

to PBCO. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that most of the increase in Tc0 with increasing YBCO layer thickness occurs

as the first few YBCO cells are added, i,e,, 3- or ..:t-cell-thick YBCO layers have much higher Tc0 than single-
cell-thick YBCO, but Tc0 increases only slightly for still thicker YBCO layers, This Tc0 behavior is consistent

with the thicker YBCO layers not being affected much by PBCO, because they are composed mostly of
"interior" ",'BCC) cells,

Wood has recently shown 38 that a hole-filling mechanisn_, together with earlier results from a spin-
polaron model of high-Tc superconductivity, provides excellent agreement with the experimental Tc data for

both Yl-\,PrvBa2Cu307-x alloys and for our superlattices (Figs. 5 and 6), The ingredients of Wood's mode] are

as follows. First, lhc, spin-polaron model is used Io give the behavic,r c_f "Pc as a function of the hole

i concentration in a single Cue2 plane, by so,]','ing a BCS-like c,quati(,n lc_r T c under certain simplifying

assumptions. The single hole in a unit cell of '_'Ba2Cu30 7 is fourld lo be distributed approxin_ately 0.6 on the

chain plane and (/.2 on each of the two CuO2 planes, in agreement with Hall effect rDeasurements. 39 Removal

i of o×ygen from the chain plane results in a nonlinear depletion of the h(de concentration in both planes, and a

resulting decrease in T c . ForYl.yPrvBa2Cu3Ol.x alloys, V_'ood treats Pr as having a valence of -.4, thus
providing an additional electron relative lo Y, i.e. l"r "dopes" YBCO with electrons. Cor_sequently, addition of

l'r to YBCO cau..'K,selectrons lo be distributed among the chain and CuC)2 planes, with the average number ofholes per unit cell in Y'l.vPr\.Ba2Cu3OT. x be,ing l-v. Wc,c_d shows lhal this model reproduces the

experimentally observed all:crease in Tc wilh increasing r'r conlc, r_l, with T c - 0 K for 0.5 < ), < (1.6. For our
YBCO/PBCO superlattices, Wc,od assumes that similar electron doping {,ccurs, with two important additional
requirements: ¢1)T'he electrons from Pr redi!,tribule themselves amor, g the various types of of YBCO and PBCO
cells m as to minimize the tr, tal energ3,, and (2) charge neutrality is maintained over lhc' supercell composed of

,I Lo,,,,'nd e s 8
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M(Y) + N(Pr) cells (one superlattice period), Using this procedure, Wood has calculated the variation of

Tc(midpoint) as a function of both the YBCO and PBCO layer thicknes._s, and obtaincKt results tn excellent
agreement with the data of Figs, 5 and 6,

As Wood l._ints out, this agreement seems too good to be merely fortuitous, .._ it is interesting to examine
both the details and the uniqueness of his model, With regard to the electron--doping process, Wood finds
(within the lirnits of some numerical approximations and simplifications) that the largest electron transfer

from PBCO occurs for the 1:,:1 superlattice structure, for which each YBCO cell acquires ,0,32 electrons, For the
-0,. 8 electrons, arelx2 structure, each YBCO cell acquires _ but since there two PBCO cells per SUl._reell, each

PBCO cell gives uponly -0,19 electrons, For structures in which M orN _>3, there can be two or more b'pes of
unit cells within {he YBCO and/or PBCO layers, i.e., Various t)'pes of "interior" cells and "boundaD," cells, For

example, for the 3(Y) × ]6(Pr) structure with Tc0 - 71 K (Fig, 6), Wood finds that the single interior YBCO cell

acquires only -0.23 electron while the two boundary YBCO cells receive -0,31 electron each from the 16-cell-
thick PBCO layer, Consequently, the interior YBCO cell goes superconductt_g at a higher temperature than
the two outer cells, According to Wood, it is the fact that the YBCO cells added beyond N(Y) = 3 are well,
isolated from the YBCO/PBCO interface that causes T c to increase much less rapidly with increasing N(Y),

resulting in the "knee" in Tc(] rs. N('Y)in Fig 6,

Regarding uniqueness, Wood points out that a spin-polaron superconductive pairing mechanism is not
necessarily required, and that any other mechanism that leads to the correct dependence of Tc on the number of

holes in a Cu©2 plane may work equally well. He also finds that although superconducting pair-breaking by

Pr local momenits might be incorporated in the calculations, it clearly is not needed to explain the Tc data,
Similarly, no coupling was assumed betv,'een the tv,'o CuO2 planes in a unit cell, or between t]_e pairs of planes

in adjacent cells, so although such coupling cannot be ruled out (again, provided Jt produces the required Tc vs.
hole concenlra_.ion behavior), ii does not _ern to be needed,

From these consideratior_s it is clear that it will be of great interest to carry out additional superlattice
experiments in which the composition of the insulating layers is significantly changed, both in order to test the
electron-doping idea more definitively, and to deternzine whether there are less-perturbing boundary
conditions for which the Tc0 of single-cell-thick YBCO layers can be much higher than the -'i9 K value found

here, Such experiments also could t)elp to determine whether other mechanisms also are active, e,g., Joseph_n

coupling between layers, In connection with such experiments we note that Kanai et al, 40 recently fabricated
Bi2Sr2(Cal.xYx)lCu2Os-based superlattices in which two different Y concentrations, x = 0.15 and x = 0.5, are

alternated to produce superconducting and semiconducting layers, respectively, Using semiconducting to
superconducting layer thicknesses in the ratios of 8/4, 4/2, and 2/l'Kanai et al. found that the superlattice
transition ten'_peratures were unaffected by the super]at{ice periodicity, in striking contrast to our results for

YBCO/PBCO superlattices. They attribute the apparent independence of the superconducting layers' Tc from
their environment or coupling with other superconducting layers to the highly two-dimensional character of
Bi2Sr2(Cal.xYx)iCu208. 40

4.2 Critical Current Densiiv

The lack of any enhancen-_ent (,f Jc(H = 0_ in our initial measurements on _'BCO/PBCO superlattices

contrasts with recent resulls c,f Gross c't al, for Ndl.83Cef),17CuOx/YBa2Cu30/. v (NCCO/YBC©)

superlattices. 4l Their structures were prepared under oxidizingconditior_s so thai only t'heYBCOlayersare

superc(_nducting, with the NCCO lave, rs acting as nonsuperconducting spacers. Gross c't al. found an

approximately order-of-magnitude increa.,<, in Jc(H = ()), frown lc- ] MAcre 2 for a 2r_nrn thick YBCO film to lc -

10--11 MAI'cm 2 for a 40 nrn(Nd)/20 nra(Y) supc, rlattice, with Jc decreasing, for larger Nd-laver thicknesses. The\'

attributed t)_is peak in the Jc-enhar_cen-_ent tc} fc,rmation of ir_terfacial misfit dislc.,cations, v,'hose density is

know t(, reach a maximum for layer thickr_esses just above the critical thickness for strain field relaxation. 42
The dislocations presumably act as additional flux-pinning centers, "/'he NCCO,/'_'BCO and PBCO/YBCO

L :,_,,nd e s 9
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multiiayer systems are similar in thai the insulating layers are in compression in the a-b plane and the
superconducting YBCO layers are in tension, However, for the NCCO/YBCO system the btaxtal tension
removes the orthorhombic distorlion and makes the YBCO unit cell isotropic (a = b) in the basal pla1_e, In
PBCO, the a (b) latt_ce constar_', is only .-. 1,0% (12%) larger than in YBCO, so the abs.ence of any J¢ enhancement
in the YBCO/PBCO superlattices that we have measured to date could Indicate etther that they are

coherently strained at these laver thicknesses or, if dislocations have formed, that thetr density is low enough
that the additi"nal flux-pinning is small,

5, SUb,'I_GCJRYA.ND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the pulsod-laser deposition method can be employed to grow epitaxtal,

nonsymmetric M(Y) x N(Pr) superlattices in which YBa2Cu3OT.x (YBCO) layers either M = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, or 16 c-
axis unit cells thick are _parated by insulating l:'rBa2Cu307.x (PBCO)layers N unit cells thick (N = 1 to -32),

We find that the zero-resistance superconducting transition temperature, ToO, initially decreases rapidly with

increasing PBCO layer thickness, but then saturates at Tc0 ~ 19 K, 54 K, 7'1 K, or 80 K, for structures containing

1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-cell-thick YBCO layers, respectively, Critical current density measurements carried out on
structures containing somewhat thicker (16- or 32-cell thick) YBCO ]avers show that both the magnitude of

Jc(H = 0) - 1-2 MA/cre 2, as ',','ell as the magnetic field-dependence and the ani_tropy of Jc(H), all are in good

agreement v,'ith corresponding measurements for thicker, single-layer YBCO films, In particular, there is no
evidence of an enhanced Jc(H) due to the multi-lavered structure, for the layer thicknesses investigated to date,

Other experiments suggest that the systematic variation of Tc0 that we observe, as a function of the YBCO and

PBCO layer thicknesses, may include effects due to Josephson coupling between the YBCO layers (through
relatively thick PBCO layers), but an alternative explanation, in terms of "electron doping" of the YBCO
layers that are nearest to the PBCO layers, al_ has been suggested and fits our results very ,,,,,ell, Further
experiments, in which the composition of the insulating layers is significantly changed, will be very useful to
distinguislL between these mechanisms and to further test the electron-doping idea,
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